
                                                                                                              
                                                                            
                                                                           
 

STAFF REPORT 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING OF OCTOBER 17th, 2023 
 
PROJECT: 180 N Leadville Relocation Request 

 
FILE NUMBER:  H23-084 
 
APPLICATION TYPE: Request for Alteration or Demolition of an Historic Structure 
 
REPRESENTATIVE: Janet Jarvis & Lucas Winter, Architect 
 
PROPERTY OWNER: 180 Leadville LLC (Bob Reniers) 
 
REQUEST: Proposal to relocate existing residence out of Ketchum city limits to a location 

undetermined 
 
LOCATION: 180 N Leadville Ave (Ketchum Townsite Lot 4 Blk 22) 
 
ZONING:  Mixed Use Subdistrict of the Community Core (CC-2)  
 
NOTICE:  The public hearing notice was published in the Idaho Mountain Express on 

September 27th, 2023. A public hearing notice was mailed to adjacent properties 
within 300 feet of the project site on September 27th, 2023. A public hearing 
notice was posted on the project site on September 27th, 2023. A public hearing 
notice was posted on the City website on September 27th, 2023. 

 
REVIEWER: Adam Crutcher, Associate Planner 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The applicant, 180 N Leadville LLC, has submitted a request to relocate a historic structure located at 
180 N Leadville Ave (Ketchum Townsite Lot 4 Blk 22) within the Mixed Use Subdistrict of the 
Community Core (CC-2) Zone. The building was historically a single-family residence occupied by 
Alonzo Price & Esther Fairman, longtime Ketchum residents in the 20th Century. The request proposes 
to relocate the residence to a different location within Blaine County. The final location of the 
residence has not been determined as of the date of this staff report, however, the first option being 
evaluated is in Hailey. If that opportunity does not materialize, there are location options in Picabo or 
Gannett as well. 
 
The project is subject to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) review pursuant to KMC 17.20.010.B. 
HPC review is required for all requests for partial or total demolitions, exterior alterations, and 
additions to all structures on the Historic Building List. For the purposes of HPC review, relocations are 
considered demolitions per KMC section 15.06.010. The proposed relocation is a very challenging 
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decision for staff to evaluate as there is no precedent for relocating of structures. Staff has outlined 
the decision-making process in the Analysis section of the staff report by listing out how staff believes 
the project does or does not meet the criteria. Ultimately, staff believes that the proposed relocation 
sufficiently meets the criteria and therefore supports the relocation.  
 
 
 
 
BACKGROUND/HISTORY 
The Alonzo Price/Esther Fairman Residence is a 1.5 story private residence with a detached single car 
garage constructed in 1929 by Alonzo Price and his family. Price was the resident agent of the 
Philadelphia Smelter and Idaho Mining & Smelting Company in the early 1900s and owned ranch 
property along Warm Springs Creek. Price sold this ranch property in 1947 to a group of investors, 
including Owen Simpson, who then developed the area into Warm Springs Ranch, a tourist destination 
and resort. Esther Fairman was one of three children of Alonzo Price and lived in the residence until 
1998. Fairman had her own set of notorieties in the Wood River Valley community including the 
founding of the Presbyterian Church of the Big Wood (across from YMCA), legal secretary for George 
Kneeland, and 76-year member of Snowdrop Rebekah Lodge. Rebekah Lodges were, and continue to 
be, locations for the International Association of Rebekah Assemblies (IARA). This organization was 
created in 1851 for women to practice humanitarianism particularly in assisting orphans & the elderly.  
 
The residence remains in the same location as it was built and is an example of settlement era 
architecture of the 1920’s. As stated in the 2005 Walsworth study, “The exterior walls of both buildings 
are clad in clapboard siding and the front-gable roof is covered with metal sheeting and has 
overhanging rafters and eaves. Architectural elements such as windows and doors are historically 
correct, and intact landscaping features reflect the 1920’s settlement period.” The residence was put 
on the historic building/site list by the HPC as members felt the building met most if not all the 
integrity criteria & met Architectural criteria 3.a.1 & Social/Historic criteria 3.b.4 sections of the historic 
building/site standards. These criteria state:  
 

“Exemplifies specific elements of a recognized architectural style or period or a style particularly 
associated with Ketchum neighborhoods” (Architectural criteria 3.a.1) 
 
“Is valued by the Ketchum community as an established or familiar visual or cultural feature due 
to its architectural history, siting, massing, scale, cultural characteristics, or heritage such that 
its removal would be irreparable loss to the setting” (Social/Historic criteria 3.b.4) 
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Figure 1: Present day appearance of Price/Fairman Residence 
 
ANALYSIS  
The HPC may approve, approve with conditions, or deny a Request for Demolition or Alteration 
application based on the four criteria specified in KMC 17.20.030.C. The following analysis evaluates 
the proposed relocation of the Price/Fairman Residence in relation to the review criteria for requests 
to relocate structures on the Historic Building List. Both staff and members of the HPC have highlighted 
in previous demolition requests that the criteria which the proposal is reviewed upon is geared more 
towards proposed alterations rather than demolitions. This does make review of such demolition or 
relocation requests more challenging to review against these criteria.  
 
17.20.030.C.1 - Is the structure of historic or architectural value or significance and does it contribute to 
the historic significance of the property within the Community Core?  
 
The Price/Fairman residence is one of the 24 structures on the Historic Building List adopted by the 
HPC on October 19, 2021. When selecting the list of historic buildings, the HPC listed the subject 
property as one of the lower buildings as Commission members believed the building to have strong 
integrity but lacked in both Architectural & Social/Historic criteria. The 2005 Walsworth Associates 
Windshield Survey identified the residence as a historic building due to its themes of settlement 
architecture and the association with the Price family who came to Ketchum in 1885 as one of the first 
homesteaders. As mentioned above, the existing residence was built in 1929 for the purpose of the 
Price family relocating from the Philadelphia Smelter and is an example of settlement era architecture 
in Ketchum.  
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Staff does believe Alonzo Price and Esther Fairman are historic citizens of Ketchum, particularly with 
Alonzo’s involvement with the Philadelphia Smelter. Ways in which the Price residence differs from 
other settlement era residences such as the Brass Ranch house, former Battis house, and the building 
which formerly housed Ikauniek’s Salon is that the Price residence retains its original architecture as it 
has not experienced alterations and remains in good quality along with the inhabitants of the 
residence were seen as more historically significant than the above mentioned settlement era 
residences. The above listed residences are very similar architecturally with very little distinction 
between them.    
 
While staff believes the Price family, who resided in the residence, are of historic significance staff  
believes that the structure struggles to display this historic significance in an effective way. Also, as 
stated above, staff does not find the residence to be architecturally significant due to other similarly 
styled settlement era residences in the Community Core and lack of distinction shown on the subject 
residence. 
 
17.20.030.C.2 - Would the loss, alteration of, or addition to, the structure adversely affect the historic 
integrity of the structure, impact the significance of the structure within the Community Core, impact 
the architectural or aesthetic relationship to adjacent properties, or conflict with the Comprehensive 
Plan?  
 
Historic integrity measures how effectively a building’s materials, design, feeling, location, association, 
workmanship, and setting convey the property’s historic significance. Staff finds the historic 
significance of the structure comes from the Price family residing in the structure for many decades. 
The Price/Fairman residence has not been heavily altered since its original construction in 1929 as staff 
has only found evidence of reroofs and interior work done to the structure. While the structure has 
remained in its same location and retained its original materials and design, staff does not believe the 
structure effectively conveys the historic significance of the Price family. When walking by the 
residence it is not easy for one to know that figures important to Ketchum’s history once resided 
within the building. The residence is designed in the same settlement era architectural style as other 
buildings within Ketchum’s downtown with no architectural style or site characteristics to distinguish 
itself. With that being said, staff finds the residence to be a good example of settlement era residential 
architecture and portrays that well through its current state. A relocation of the residence would 
permanently remove this example from the property where it has been located for close to 100 years. 
Ultimately staff believes the removal to not adversely affect the historic integrity of the structure as 
staff finds the structure to not effectively convey the property’s historic significance. 
 
Significance of Structure within Community Core 
The significance of the structure within the Community Core is that the residence was home to the 
Price family for many years and is reflective of a time period when settlement residences were located 
close to the commercial center. The subject property was and still is located in an area of Ketchum’s 
downtown which is a transition from commercial activity to residential. When thinking of structures 
which are significant within the Community Core, staffs mind trends towards buildings such as the 
Greenhow & Rumsey Store, Comstock & Clark Mercantile building, or the Ketchum Kamp Hotel, not 
residential structures like the Price/Fairman house. As staff does not view the residence as a significant 
structure within the Community Core when compared to other buildings on the HPC list, staff does not 
believe the removal impacts the significance of the structure within the Community Core. 
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Architectural & Aesthetic Relationship to Adjacent Properties 
The subject property is a corner lot located on the east side of the intersection of Leadville Avenue & 
2nd Street. Both properties on the west side of the intersection are being redeveloped with mixed use 
and commercial buildings of 3 stories tall. To the south is Village Market and the Griffith residence 
which was also built in 1929 and is an example of settlement era architecture. Properties to the north 
contain the one story building which Lee Gilman Builders occupies along with two residences, one 2 
stories tall and the other, the McCoy/Gooding/Miller house which is on the historic building/site list. 
Directly to the east is a two-story building from the 1980s which houses many commercial uses. These 
adjacent properties contain buildings from the 1920’s up to the present day with a variety of 
architectural styles and heights. The removal of the structure would open up potential development 
on the site which could be much larger than the existing residence as well be a fully commercial 
building, altering the relationship depending on the architectural style used. With a mixture of new 
and older developments with varying heights around the subject property, staff does not believe that 
the removal of the structure would have an impact on the architectural relationship to adjacent 
properties.  
 
Comprehensive Plan Conformance 
One of the vision statements located within Chapter 4 of the 2014 Ketchum Comprehensive Plan 
states, “Protect and support our architectural heritage through appropriate historic preservation 
standards and guidelines”. This vision statement is being met as the HPC has identified the building as 
historic and is reviewing the proposed alteration against the criteria determined by the HPC. 
 
Policy CD-1.2 Preservation of Historic Buildings and Sites states, “Individual buildings and sites of 
historical, architectural, archaeological, or cultural significance should be identified and considered for 
protection. The City should encourage the private sector to preserve and rehabilitate buildings and 
sites through local landmark designation, public improvements, guidelines, and other tools.” 
 
There are different viewpoints when it comes to how relocations of buildings achieve or don’t achieve 
historic preservation. One thought process is that buildings should always stay in their original location 
whereas another is that relocating buildings achieves preservation as it saves those structures from 
full-scale demolition. The intent of the proposed relocation is to retain the building as is and to utilize it 
as a residence. While this may be the case, because the residence is moving outside of Ketchum city 
limits, any proposed alterations in the future would not have the HPC review them for approval or 
denial. If one wanted to remain sure the residence is preserved, the best way to do so would be to 
keep the structure on its original site under the purview of the HPC so there is an inherent risk to 
moving the structure outside of Ketchum City limits. 
 
 
17.20.030.C.3 - Does the structure retain the requisite integrity to convey its historic and/or 
architectural significance? 
 
Staff believes the building still retains the requisite integrity to display the architectural style which it 
was built in as it is still in good condition and has not experienced any exterior alterations. However, 
staff struggles to view this architectural style as significant as many other settlement era residences 
which are similar to the Price/Fairman residence were not adopted to the historic building list due to 
their lack of architectural significance. The Price/Fairman residence does not embrace any of the other 
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architectural criteria such as innovation in building construction or superior craftsmanship which 
would separate it from other settlement era structures but instead is separated by the significant 
historical figures which resided in the structure. Regarding the historic figures, staff finds Alonzo Price 
& Esther Fairman to be historically significant figures in Ketchum’s history. Because the structure is so 
similar to many other settlement era residences, staff does struggle to find that the subject building 
effectively displays the association to Alonzo Price & Esther Fairman.  
 
17.20.030.C.4 - Does the proposed demolition or alteration adversely affect the historic significance or 
architectural distinction of the structure or the Community Core?  
 
Alonzo Price & Esther Fairman do have historic significance within Ketchum as longtime community 
members who were involved in notable events of the city, particularly Alonzo Price with his association 
to the Philadelphia Smelter. It is difficult to know that these two resided in the subject residence just 
by the built environment that exists today. With that being said, staff does believe that the proposed 
relocation would adversely affect the historic significance as this would result in the termination of 
connecting Alonzo Price or Esther Fairman to the built environment in Ketchum. Relocating the 
building outside of Ketchum would also reduce the amount of settlement era buildings within the 
downtown, many of which are not on the historic building/site list, resulting in less protection of those 
structures. In the end, staff is split in finding whether the proposed relocation would adversely affect 
the historic significance of the structure but leans more towards there being an adverse effect as it 
would be a permanent loss of a structure associated with historic figures.  
 
As stated previously, staff finds the existing building to be a good example of 1920s settlement era 
architecture but does struggle to view the structure as architecturally distinct due to its similarities to 
other settlement era residences. Still, staff does see the standpoint that as redevelopment pressures 
whittle down the number of existing settlement era residences not on the historic building list, that the 
settlement era architecture becomes less prevalent. Currently the only other settlement era residence 
of a similar style is the McCoy/Gooding/Miller house and so a removal of the Price/Fairman residence 
would result in only one building on the historic building list displaying this architectural style. 
Ultimately, staff finds the structure to lack architectural distinction and therefor does not view the 
relocation as adversely affecting this lack of distinction. 
 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
While a difficult decision, after considering the project plans, staff’s analysis, the applicant’s 
presentation, and public comment, staff recommends the Historic Preservation Commission deliberate 
and move to approve the Request to Demolish a Historic Structure located at 180 N Leadville Ave.  
 
RECOMMENDED MOTION 
“I move to approve the Request to Demolish a Historic Structure for the proposed relocation of the 
structure located at 180 N Leadville Avenue.” 
 
EXHIBITS:  

A. 180 N Leadville Application 
B. Project Plans 
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C. Historic Information 
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Relocation of Historic Residence at 180 Leadville for proposed Leadville Nest project  
 

The project proposes to relocate the existing structure at 180 Leadville. The existing home will be moved to a lot 

in Hailey and gifted to ARCH. Although the structure is not proposed to technically be demolished, it is 

categorized as such since it is being removed from its original site.  

 

• Is the structure of historic or architectural value or significance and does it contribute to the historic 
significance of the property within the community core?  

 

The applicant would classify the property as a cra sman style home based on the double hung windows, 
gable roof, exposed knee braces, hipped porch, and era (built in 19291). It is cited as reflec ve of the 
1920’s se lement period1. It is charming home, and has a nice aesthe c and propor ons. However, 
cra sman style is not a par cularly unique architectural style. 

 

The historic owners of the home are certainly important early pioneers of the area. However, the home 
does not appear to be contribu ng to any par cularly significant historic events or milestones related to 
the property owners, other than it was their residence. 

 

Based on the answers above, the applicant does not think moving the home would greatly impact the 
historic significance of the Community Core. 

 

• Would the loss, altera on of, or addi on to, the structure adversely affects the historic integrity of the 
structure, impact the significance of the structure within the community core, impact the architectural or 
aesthe c rela onship to adjacent proper es, or conflict with the Comprehensive Plan?  

 

The proposed project on the site is a five unit development comprised of one larger unit, and four 
‘workforce’ housing units that are being either deed restricted or gi ed to local non‐profits. Thus, the new 
project aligns closely with the comprehensive plan of providing Ketchum with addi onal quality housing 
within the downtown core, at varied economic demographics. 

 

The current configura on of a single home taking two valuable downtown lots contributes to the housing 
barrier, and the lack of housing units in downtown Ketchum. 

 

• Does the structure retain the requisite integrity to convey its historic and/or architectural significance?  

   

Moving the home would minimally affect the historic significance as the home has no par cularly 
historically significant orienta on, rela onship, or feature related to the lots on which it resides other 
than they are the original downtown loca on.  

 

The architecture itself is not proposed to be modified when it is moved.  
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• Does the proposed demoli on or altera on adversely affect the historical significance or architectural 
dis nc on of the structure or the community core?  

 

The relocation removes the home from it’s original site, but does not destroy the authenticity of it’s 

historic ownership. 

 

The architecture itself is not proposed to be modified when it is moved.  

 

In conclusion, the applicant believes this home can be moved off site and not affect the historic integrity of 
downtown Ketchum. The proposed project is a scale and design that will be complimentary to downtown and will 
help achieve the housing goals of the comprehensive plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1Per 2005 Ketchum Reconnaissance Survey 
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Photo A: Front Porch, Northwest side 
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Photo B: South side of building 
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Photo C: Back Porch, Northeast side 
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Photo D: North Façade 
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Photo E: Detached Garage 
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SHEET INDEXTABULATIONPROJECTPROJECT TEAM

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

N

GENERAL NOTES

1

SUBJECT PROPERTY

12. SMOKE DETECTORS MUST BE INTERCONNECTED
WITH A POWER SOURCE FROM THE BUILDING
WIRING, AND SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH BATTERY
BACKUP

11. ALL UTILITIES SHALL BE UNDERGROUND.

10. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE RADON MITIGATION

6.  CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE STORAGE FOR ALL
BUILDING MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
MANUFACTURERS' RECOMMENDATIONS.

1.  THIS PROJECT SHALL COMPLY WITH THE 2018
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE.

4.  ALL CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS IS TO BE STOCKPILED
NEATLY ON SITE UNTIL DISPOSAL, WHICH SHALL BE
DONE AT THE COUNTY LANDFILL OR RECYCLING
FACILITY ONLY.

2.  CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE ALL REQUIRED
INSPECTIONS BY KETCHUM BUILDING AND FIRE
DEPARTMENTS, STATE ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR OR
OTHER GOVERNING AUTHORITIES, AS NECESSARY.

ARCHITECT:

SURVEYOR/CIVIL:

13.  ALL EXTERIOR LIGHTING SHALL BE DARK SKY
COMPLIANT

9.  CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE SAMPLES OF ALL
FINISHES AND STAIN COLORS FOR APPROVAL BY
OWNER / ARCHITECT. THIS INCLUDES INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR STAINS, INTERIOR PAINT, SHEETROCK
TEXTURES, CHEMICALLY APPLIED METAL PATINAS,
ETC.

5.  EXCEPT AT INTERIOR ELEVATIONS, AND UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN TO
FACE OF ROUGH FRAMING, CENTERLINE OF
COLUMNS, OR FACE OF CONCRETE AND C.M.U.
WALL. GIVEN DIMENSIONS TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
SCALE. CONTRACTOR SHALL TAKE EXTRA CAUTION
TO COORDINATE DIMENSIONS OF STRUCTURAL
DRAWINGS WITH ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION. VERIFY ANY
DISCREPANCIES WITH ARCHITECT.

8.  SOLID WOOD BLOCKING, INSULATION OR OTHER
FIRE STOP MATERIAL IS TO BE PROVIDED BETWEEN
STORIES, BETWEEN TOP STORY AND ROOF SPACE,
BETWEEN STAIR STRINGERS AT TOP AND BOTTOM,
BETWEEN STUDS ALONG STAIR RUNS AND AT ALL
OTHER PLACES THAT COULD AFFORD THE PASSAGE
OF FLAME.  FIRE STOPS BETWEEN CHIMNEY AND
WOOD FRAME SHALL BE NON-COMBUSTIBLE.

7.  ALL SUBSTITUTIONS ARE TO BE APPROVED BY
ARCHITECT.  ALONG WITH WRITTEN REQUESTS,
CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL INFORMATION
REGARDING THE SUBSTITUTION IN QUESTION,
INCLUDING AVAILABILITY AND REASON FOR
SUBSTITUTION.

3.  CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND PAY FOR ALL
TEMPORARY UTILITIES, INCLUDING ELECTRICITY
NECESSARY FOR CONSTRUCTION.

THE JARVIS GROUP ARCHITECTS, AIA, PLLC
511 SUN VALLEY ROAD, SUITE 202
P.O. BOX 626
PHONE: 208.726.4031

A0.0     COVER SHEET
A1.0     SITE SURVEY
A1.1     SITE/LANDSCAPE PLAN
A1.2     STAKING PLAN
A2.0     FIRST FLOOR PLAN
A2.1     SECOND FLOOR PLAN
A2.3     ROOF PLAN
A3.0     ELEVATIONS
A3.1     ELEVATIONS
A3.2     ELEVATIONS
A3.3     RENDERING
A3.4     MATERIAL PALETTE
E1.0     FIRST FLOOR LIGHTING PLAN

L-1.0     LANDSCAPE PLAN

C-1.0     GRADING AND DRAINAGE PLAN
C-1.1     DETAILS
C-2.0     UTILITY PLAN

14.  THE BUILDING WILL BE EQUIPPED WITH AN
 AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM.

FIRST FLOOR AREA (GROSS): 6,544 SF
SECOND FLOOR AREA (GROSS):

PROJECT TABULATIONS

4,262 SF
10,806 SFTOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA:

FLOOR AREA CALCULATIONS

11,007 SF
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA:
SITE AREA:

0.98FLOOR AREA RATIO:
201 SFFLOOR AREA - BELOW 1.0 F.A.R.

KETCHUM VILLAGE, BLOCK 22, LOT 3 & 4

E. 2
ND STREET

N. LEADVILLE AVE.

GALENA-BENCHMARK
P.O. BOX 733
100 BELL DRIVE
KETCHUM ID  83340
208-726-9512

N. MAIN STREET

10,806 SF

LEADVILLE NEST

BASEMENT/MECHANICAL AREA: 512 SF

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

TERRY T. KING, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
6122 S. MOONFIRE WAY
BOISE, ID 83709
PHONE: 208.869.3820

LIGHTING CONSULTANT:

HELIUS LIGHTING GROUP
814 E. BAMBERGER DRIVE- SUITE C
(MAILING 125 E. MAIN #403)
AMERICAN FORK, UT  84003
PHONE: 801-463-1111

DESIGN REVIEW-06.23.23

08.17.2023 DESIGN REVIEW UPDATE
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Lot Book Guarantee

LOT BOOK GUARANTEE
Issued By

Stewart Title Guaranty Company

SCHEDULE A

File No. 22455699
State: ID
County: Blaine

Guarantee No. Liability Date of Guarantee Fee
G-0000381478838 $1,000.00 June 7, 2022 at 7:30 a.m. $140.00

Name of Assured:
Benchmark Associates
 
The assurances referred to on the face page hereof are:

1. That, according to the Company’s property records relative to the following described land (but without examination of those 
Company records maintained and indexed by name):  

Lots 3 and 4, Block 22 of the VILLAGE OF KETCHUM, BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, according to the official plat thereof, recorded as Instrument 
No. 302967, records of Blaine County, Idaho.

2. The last recorded instrument purporting to transfer title to said land is:

Deed Type: Grant Deed
Grantors: Robert W. Reniers, Jr. and Elizabeth Evans Reniers, as Trustees of the Reniers Family Living Trust dated April 10, 1997, as 
amended and restated
Grantees: 180 Leadville LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
Recorded Date: December 14, 2021
Instrument: 689821
Click here to view

3. There are no mortgages or deeds of trust which purport to affect title to said land, other than those shown below under Exceptions. 

4. There are no (homesteads, agreements to convey, attachments, notices of non-responsibility, notices of completion, tax deeds) 
which purport to affect title to said land, other than shown below under Exceptions. 

5. No guarantee is made regarding (a) matters affecting the beneficial interest of any mortgage or deed of trust which may be shown 
herein as an exception, or (b) other matters which may affect any such mortgage or deed of trust.

6. No guarantee is made regarding any liens, claims of liens, defects or encumbrances other than those specifically provided for above, 
and, if information was requested by reference to a street address, no guarantee is made that said land is the same as said address.

EXCEPTIONS:

1. NOTE: According to the available records, the purported address of the land referenced herein is:

140 N Leadville Ave, Ketchum, ID  83340

180 N Leadville Ave, Ketchum, ID  83340

2. Taxes for the year 2021 are paid in full.
Parcel Number: RPK00000220030
Original Amount: $5,438.86

https://vip.titleonecorp.com/DownloadDocument.aspx?DocumentID=23472159
https://vip.titleonecorp.com/DownloadDocument.aspx?DocumentID=23456297
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3. Taxes for the year 2021 are paid in full.
Parcel Number: RPK00000220040
Original Amount: $5,727.36

4. Taxes, including any assessments collected therewith, for the year 2022 which are a lien not yet due and payable.

5. The land described herein is located within the boundaries of the City of Ketchum and is subject to any assessments levied thereby.

6. Easements, reservations, restrictions, and dedications as shown on the official plat of Ketchum Townsite.

7. Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents, or any act authorizing the issuance thereof; water rights, claims or title to water.

8. Right of way for ditches, tunnels, telephone, and distribution lines constructed by authority of the United States, as granted to the United States 
under the provisions of Section 58-604 Idaho Code.

Sun Valley Title
By: 

Nick Busdon, Authorized Signatory

https://vip.titleonecorp.com/DownloadDocument.aspx?DocumentID=23456307
https://vip.titleonecorp.com/DownloadDocument.aspx?DocumentID=23472223


File No. 22455699

Judgment and Tax Lien Guarantee

JUDGMENT AND TAX LIEN GUARANTEE
Issued By

Stewart Title Guaranty Company

SCHEDULE A

Amount of Liability: $1,000.00

Fee Amount: $0.00

Guarantee No.: G-0000381478838

Name of Assured: Benchmark Associates

Date of Guarantee: June 7, 2022

That, according to the indices of the County Recorder of Blaine County, State of ID, for a period of 10 years immediately prior to the date 
hereof, there are no

* Federal Tax Liens
* Abstracts of Judgment, or
* Certificates of State Tax Liens

filed, or recorded against the herein named parties, other than those for which a release appears in said indices and other than those 
shown under Exceptions.

The parties referred to in this guarantee are as follows:

180 Leadville LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

Sun Valley Title
By: 

Nick Busdon, Authorized Signatory



File No. 22455699

Judgment and Tax Lien Guarantee

SCHEDULE B
Exceptions:

NONE



 

 

 

Attachment C: 

Historic Information 
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